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Work to establish an Australian rail technology map
commences
The Rail Manufacturing Cooperative Research Centre (CRC) is partnering with the Australasian Railway
Association (ARA) and Deakin University to develop a Smart Rail Route Map for Australia’s rail industry.
The $550,000 project ($200,000 in cash funding from Rail Manufacturing CRC and ARA, and $350,000 in
in-kind contributions) will identify a long term vision for technology in the rail industry over the next 30
years through the establishment of a common view of priorities, themes, timelines and actions.
“The Smart Rail Route Map will help our industry to realise the vision of a national approach to rail
technology, bringing economies of scale, support interoperability and many other efficiencies,” shared
Danny Broad, ARA’s CEO.
The Deakin University project team, led by Professor Douglas Creighton from Deakin’s Institute for
Intelligent Systems Research and Innovation, will provide expertise in Systems Mapping when
workshopping, developing and modelling this project’s outputs.
“The project team is collaborating directly with a newly established steering committee, made up of
representatives across the Australian rail industry, to define industry goals, map the key challenges for
the rail sector over the next 30 years relating to technology disruption, and identify focus area
objectives and initiatives,” said Prof Creighton.
The Rail Manufacturing CRC is responsible for identifying and funding innovative rail research that
benefits the Australian rail industry, as clearly highlighted by this project.
“The Smart Rail Route Map will translate ideas and data into a meaningful direction for how the
Australian rail industry can leverage technology in the coming decades. The Rail Manufacturing CRC
looks forward to working with the ARA and Deakin University to see tangible collaborative opportunities
identified,” said Dr Stuart Thomson.
The Smart Rail Route Map will be technology-neutral, and communicate the detail in a non-technical
manner. The project outputs will be owned by the Australian rail industry and will be used to support
the introduction of new technologies and services efficiently and cost-effectively.
Following an initial Smart Rail Industry workshop held in Melbourne in April, the steering committee and
various industry participants have partaken in four mini-workshops to discuss the map’s key focus areas
- Customer Service (Passenger), Customer Service (Freight), Traffic and Network Management, and High
Performance Rail.
For more information
Katie Rizzo – Rail Manufacturing CRC – 0414 942 253, katie@rmcrc.com.au
Berna Doksatli – Australasian Railway Association – 0439 555 242, bdoksatli@ara.net.au
Elise Snashall-Woodhams – Deakin University – 0436 409 659, e.snashallwoodhams@deakin.edu.au

The Smart Rail Route Map will be front and centre at the 2018 Telecommunication and Technology
Forum, to be hosted by the ARA in Melbourne on 30 October 2018.
The forum will promote active discussion and debate to confirm and refine potential
telecommunications and technology initiatives and provide a coordinated industry focus to the adoption
and deployment of Telecommunications and Technology based systems.
The project is expected for completion by 31 December 2018.
ENDS
About the Rail Manufacturing CRC
The Rail Manufacturing CRC was established in 2014 and will operate for a period of six years, funded by the Business
Cooperative Research Centres Programme of the Australian Government’s Department of Industry, Innovation and Science. The
Rail Manufacturing CRC fosters, sponsors and directs collaborative innovative research and commercialisation partnerships
between key stakeholders in the rail manufacturing sector, looking to support the development of new products, technologies
and supply chain networks to increase Australia’s rail manufacturing capacity and competitiveness.
About the Australasian Railway Association
The Australasian Railway Association (ARA) is the peak body for rail in Australia, representing all sectors of the rail industry. We
represent an array of rail organisations, including private and public, passenger and freight operators, track owners and
managers, manufacturers of rolling stock, construction companies and all other organisations supplying and contributing to the
Australasian rail sector.
About Deakin University
Deakin, named after Australia’s second Prime Minister, is a young contemporary university with a reputation for being
innovative, nimble and friendly. We aspire every day to combine excellent research and outstanding teaching with a strong
focus on the communities we serve. Deakin is ranked in the top 2 per cent of the world’s universities in each of the major
rankings, and ranking 213 in the Academic Ranking of World Universities (ARWU). Deakin researchers are making a difference
through world-class research and innovation. Deakin has a strong sense of community and serves as an economic, social and
cultural catalyst enriching each of the communities it serves.
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